Let K be an imaginary abelian number field of type (2, 2, 2, 2) not containing the 8th cyclotomic field. Using the fundamental units of real quadratic subfields of K, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the unit index QK of K to be equal to 2.
Introduction and results.
Let K be an imaginary abelian number field and KQ the maximal real subfield of K. Let E and EQ be the groups of units of K and KQ , respectively, and let W be the group of roots of unity in K. Then we call the group index
Q K = [E: WE 0 ]
the unit index of K.
Using the character group of K, H. Hasse [2] gave sufficient conditions for Q κ to be equal to 1 or 2, by which we can determine QK for some types of fields K. However by his method we cannot always determine QK for arbitrary K, even if K is an imaginary composite quadratic field. (We call a field K a composite quadratic field if K is a composite of quadratic fields.) K. Yoshino and the author [3, 4] gave criteria to determine QK of K with Galois group Gal(-KyQ) of type (2, 2) and (2, 2, 2) .
In this paper we extend our previous results [3, 4] to the case that K has Galois group Gal(ϋΓ/Q) of type (2,2,2,2) and does not contain the 8th cyclotomic field, and then, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the unit index QK to be equal to 2. NOTATION. N, Z, Q: the sets of natural numbers, rational integers and rational numbers, respectively, = : the equality except rational quadratic factors, For a totally positive unit η of KQ let for some a, /?/, e ι ? = 0, 1. 
If this condition (6) is satisfied, we have where Δ/, Δ*, ra z , n z α/iύί 5, are as in the notation.
Properties of E o and lemmas on (2, 2)-extensions.
In this section we give a proposition and some lemmas which will be used in the proofs of theorems.
Let (x 9 y 9 ...) be a group generated by x, y, ... . Let£Q be the subgroup of EQ generated by the units of Q(y/dj) for / = 1, 2, ... (E£) + = (ε 3 , ε 4 , ε 5 , ε 6 , ε η )Ef.
Proof. We only prove the case (1), because the other cases are proved in the same way.
For an element a φ 0 of K we define s(a) = 0 or 1 by (-l) ί ( α ) = a/\a\.
For η e (EQ) + , putting η = ε^'ε^2 ε* 7 (x, e Z), we have a system of simultaneous linear equations 
Then, all x f η EEQ and put or / 9 s are odd.
for Proof. For the simplicity we denote by JV, the norm / each /.
First, for example, we assume that^i = 1, x z = 0 (mod 2) (/ = 2, 3, ... , 7). Taking the norm JV3 of the equation (7), we have N 3 (η) = e^e^s* 6 e K 3 . On the other hand, putting η = da\ (deN,
. Therefore, y/εϊ is contained in K3 = Q(y/d\, \J~d2) -I n the same way, taking the norm N 2 of (7), we see that y/ε{ is contained in
Secondly, for example, we assume that Xι = x 2 = 1, Xi = 0 (mod 2) (/ = 3, 4, ... , 7). Taking the norms N 2 , Λ/4 of (7), we see that y/ε[ is contained in Q(y/d\), which is also impossible.
Thus there is no case that exactly one or two of Xi are odd. D Hence N(ε 6 ) x e = +1 and then ΛΓ(βi) = +1 -(2) We suppose that X\ = 0 (mod 2) or iV(βi) = +1 and that Taking the norm Λ^ of (8) In the same way, taking the norms JV2, N 3 , N^ of (8), we obtain N(ε 3 
φ K\) be a biquadratic bicyclic extension of K x with Gύl(Ko(y/rfo)/Kι) = (σ 9 τ) and Gal(.S:o(v^o)/^o) = <τ). Let F be the intermediate field of K 0 (y/ηό)/Kι fixed by σ. Then we have

Proof of theorems.
For the proof of Main Theorem, it is enough to prove Theorems 1-6, because the cases of Proposition 1 cover all the possible cases of the combination of iV(e/) = ±1.
Let K 1 be the quadratic extension of K generated by a primitive 2 π+1 th root of unity, 2 n \\#W, and let K' o be the maximal real subfield of K'.
When didj = d k and Nfa) = N{εj) = N(ε k ) = -1, let r\ij = e/β/βfc, ζtj = eiejε k -βi -βj -ε k .
Then it follows from T. Kubota [5, §5] it holds that βiε7<^σi = -ξ, where ε' is the conjugate of ε with respect to Q. In the same way we have Assume that every x t is odd. Taking the norm N\ of (11), we have by Lemma 4 that ε^ε^ε^4 = 1 in K\, because K 0 (y/η)/Kι is a (2, 2)-extension or y/η is contained in KQ . Therefore ^2 e 3 e 4 K \, and then by (9) we have \/^23 ^ K\ = Q(Vdϊ> \f*h) Similarly, taking the norms N 2 , N-$, N4, N 5 , N^ and TVγ of (11), we have Λ/AΪ] e Q(y/dϊ, λ/dj) for every (/, j). This contradicts the assumption. Hence there is an even integer among , *, • 's, and it follows from (2) of Lemma 3 that every JC, is even. Therefore, η G (EQ)+EQ . Thus we have EQ C (EQ)+E% .
The inverse inclusion {E^) + El C E o is shown by the equations (12) for (η,ξ) = (ηij,ξij) and (ηi jk ,ζijk), Conversely, if this equation (13) where α/ = 0 or 1.
In this case we can show that <2# = 1 as follows: Assume that QK = 2. Then there is a unit η e EQ such that ΛΓo(v^T) = ^ό β y Lemma 1 we have η 2 = efβj 2 e* 1 (x, G Z). It follows from (2) of Lemma 3 that all Xj are even or odd.
If all Xi are even, then η e (EQ)+ and we have η -^12^23^31 for some b\, c G Z and ε 0 G Eg Since 7/123 = *7i2*/36^2 ?
we obtain by the assumption that y/η G AΓ 0 , which contradicts that KQ(^/TJ) is a quadratic extension over ^0 Therefore, all X; are odd. Then η -
• fi7Πj=i e ? / for some y/GZ. Since^^ we see that x$ is even. Therefore all JC; are even and so ηeEX.
00
The inverse inclusion (EQ) + EQ C £ O is shown by the equations (1) and (12).
Case ( 
